Abstract-Networks-on-chip (NoCs) were developed to meet the communication requirements of large-scale systems. The majority of current NoCs spend considerable area and power for router buffers. In our past work, we have developed elastic buffer (EB) flow control which adds simple control logic in the channels to use pipeline flip-flops (FFs) as EBs with two storage locations. This way, channels act as distributed FIFOs and input buffers are no longer required. Removing buffers and virtual channels (VCs) significantly simplifies router design. Compared to VC networks with highly-efficient custom SRAM buffers, EB networks provide an up to 45 percent shorter cycle time, 16 percent more throughput per unit power, or 22 percent more throughput per unit area. EB networks provide traffic classes using duplicate physical subnetworks. However, this approach negates the cost gains or becomes infeasible for a large number of traffic classes. Therefore, in this paper we propose a hybrid EB-VC router which provides an arbitrary number of traffic classes by using an input buffer to drain flits facing severe contention or deadlock. Thus, hybrid routers operate as EB routers in the common case, and as VC routers when necessary. For this reason, the hybrid EB-VC scheme offers 21 percent more throughput per unit power than VC networks and 12 percent than EB networks.
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INTRODUCTION
N ETWORKS-ON-CHIP (NoCs) have been developed to address the communication requirements of largescale systems enabled by semiconductor technology scaling [1] . Past work has attributed approximately up to 40 percent [2] of the power and 11 percent [3] of the area of the overall chip to the NoC. A significant part of the above costs is in the router buffers, quoting numbers as high as 75 percent [3] of the area, and 22 percent [4] of the power. At the same time, channels come at little cost in the on-chip environment because wires can usually be routed above other logic [1] , [5] . Thus, the area they occupy is only that of repeaters and retiming elements. This has motivated research to reduce or eliminate buffer cost.
To eliminate buffer cost, we have proposed elastic buffer (EB) flow control in [6] . EB flow control adds a simple control logic block to drive the enable inputs of the master and slave latches of master-slave pipeline flip-flops (FFs) separately, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . This allows FFs to use each latch independently for buffering because each latch can simultaneously contain different data. Therefore, each FF becomes an EB and behaves as a two-slot FIFO. Consecutive EBs make network channels act as distributed FIFOs. Flits advance to the next EB using a ready-valid handshake. An EB asserts its ready signal routed upstream to indicate that it has at least one free storage slot. Furthermore, an EB asserts its valid signal routed downstream to indicate that it is driving a valid flit. When ready and valid are asserted between two EBs at a rising clock edge, a flit has advanced. This timing requires at least two storage slots per EB to avoid unnecessary pipeline bubbles. With EB flow control, channels are used for buffering in lieu of input buffers.
Removing input buffers removes virtual channels (VCs). This increases head-of-line blocking and therefore reduces performance. However, area and power are also reduced from removing the buffers. Therefore, the data path can be made wider such that performance or cost is equalized compared to a NoC with input buffers. This produces a fair comparison because it clearly shows the performance per unit cost efficiency of the compared networks. Removing VCs also removes the VC allocator. Consequently, because an input may only request a single output, the switch allocator is replaced by output arbiters. Furthermore, credits are not used. Therefore, routers are simplified compared to VC routers [7] .
Two router designs for EB networks were presented in [8] . They improve on the baseline design of [6] . The two-stage EB router emphasizes on throughput by reducing cycle time. Compared to a VC router with speculative switch allocation [7] , the two-stage EB router offers 8 percent more throughput per unit power in a 2D mesh with dimension-order routing (DOR), assuming equal clock frequencies. It also reduces cycle time by 45 percent. The second EB router design merges the two-stages of the two-stage router to avoid pipelining overhead and prioritize latency. This single-stage router requires 29 percent less energy per transferred bit, but also has a 33 percent longer cycle time compared to the two-stage router. By using the optimal EB router and shortest cycle time for each comparison, a 2D mesh EB network provides 16 percent more throughput per unit power, 22 percent more throughput per unit area, or has an up to 45 percent shorter cycle time compared to a similar VC network with highlyoptimized custom SRAM buffers. Furthermore, because EB networks have a wider data path when equalizing performance or cost, they reduce zero-load latency.
A comparison of wormhole (without VCs) and EB routers has shown that EB routers remain more area and power efficient [9] . Because the complexity of wormhole routers is directly comparable to EB routers since wormhole routers also do not have VCs and use output arbiters instead of allocators, this shows that the dominant factor dictating area and power savings for the EB network is the ratio of the overall network area and power cost made up by the buffers. That ratio determines the area and power that can be traded for a wider data path in the EB network to equalize performance or cost. On the other hand, simplifying router logic is the primary contributor for reducing cycle time.
Credit count, which is typically used for sensing congestion in VC networks, is not available in EB networks. Thus, EB networks use a congestion sensing mechanism which counts flits bidding for and traversing output channels.
To provide complete traffic separation, multiple physical channels are used in the same way as multiple virtual channels. An efficient way to provide multiple physical channels is by using duplicate physical networks, all of which connect to the network endpoints (sources and destinations). This provides separation between traffic classes and increases throughput per unit power [6] . However, this is only true up to a number of traffic classes. That number depends on implementation technology and details. Above that number, the cost at the network endpoints outweighs the benefits, because endpoints have to connect to each network in the general case. Also, the significance of the control overhead and serialization latency both increase as the data path width of each network decreases to equalize the overall cost with the single-network design. Providing separation for an arbitrary number of traffic classes has been identified as the primary weakness of EB flow control.
To provide a large number of traffic classes, in this paper we propose a hybrid EB-VC scheme which reinstates input buffers with VCs but only to drain flits at router inputs that are blocked for a predefined number of cycles, as well as other flits belonging to the same class. Therefore, head-ofline blocking is alleviated by removing blocked flits from EB channels. If buffer occupancy for the congested class exceeds a predefined threshold, a control signal is transmitted upstream to halt further transmission of flits of that class. While there is still interaction between flits of different traffic classes in the EB channels, deadlocks are prevented and performance increases.
A properly chosen predefined threshold makes hybrid EB-VC routers more energy efficient than VC routers because buffers are not used in the common case, as well as more energy efficient than EB routers because hybrid routers reduce head-of-line blocking. Specifically, in a 2D mesh, networks with EB-VC routers offer 21 percent more throughput per unit power than VC routers, and 12 percent than EB routers. However, buffers still occupy area and lengthen the timing path of the first pipeline stage. Moreover, each input in a hybrid EB-VC router may request multiple outputs, which necessitates a switch allocator. This makes hybrid routers comparable to VC routers in area and cycle time, but they still allow limited interaction between flits in different VCs. Thus, VC networks offer 41 percent more throughput per unit area compared to hybrid EB-VC networks, while EB networks offer 49 percent.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the two EB router designs. Section 3 presents deadlock avoidance schemes. Section 4 discusses congestion sensing and adaptive routing in EB networks. Section 5 presents our results. Section 6 provides an overview of related work. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper.
ELASTIC BUFFER ROUTERS
This Section presents the two EB router designs.
Two-Stage Router
The two-stage router is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Only one input and one output are shown in detail. EBs are used between pipeline stages for pipelining and storage. Therefore, valid (V) and ready (R) signals are used to facilitate the transfer of flits from one EB to the next. The two-stage router emphasizes on throughput by reducing cycle time. This router was initially proposed in [8] as the enhanced twostage router, improving on the baseline two-stage router of [6] .
The input EB receives flits from the channel and drives them to the first pipeline stage. Look-ahead routing (LA R) [10] is used at routers to calculate the output at the next hop for all incoming packets. Therefore, head flits already contain their desired output when entering a router. In parallel with routing, flits send a request to their desired output's arbiter. Therefore, switch arbitration (SA) and routing occur in the first pipeline stage. The output arbiters deassert their grants as long as their output EB is nonready (full). However, flits advance to the intermediate EB using the ready-valid handshake as soon as it has a free storage slot, without waiting for a switch grant. Therefore, each input port can buffer up to four flits in the input and intermediate EBs.
Because flits advance to the intermediate EB as soon as it is ready, extra care must be taken to maintain alignment between flits arriving at the switch traversal stage and their grants. That is because flits may get granted before or after they are stored into the intermediate EB, depending on contention, and may have flits of other packets ahead of them in the intermediate EB traversing the crossbar. Alignment is maintained by the synchronization module (sync module). It maintains the selected output ports for the flits stored in the intermediate EB in a separate selected output EB. The selected output ports are used to route nonhead flits. The output port contained in the head of the selected output EB is always that of the current packet (oldest to have flits remaining in the first stage or the intermediate EB). The selected output EB may also contain in its tail (master latch) the selected output port of the next packet as shown in Fig. 3(left) . In the worst case, only the tail of the current packet remains and there are two more single-flit packets. The most recent to arrive is contained in the intermediate EB, and the other is driven in the router's first stage. In that case, the selected output EB stores the current packet's selected output port at its head and the next packet's selected output port at its tail. The third packet's selected output port is driven as an input. It will be enqueued when the third packet is enqueued into the intermediate EB, a cycle after the tail flit of the current packet departs.
The synchronization module detects when the tail of the current packet is about to depart from the intermediate EB and propagates the selected output port of the next packet to the switch arbiters. Arbiter outputs are registered to shorten the critical path such that it does not extend past the first pipeline stage. Thus, propagating the selected output port is done one cycle in advance to avoid inserting bubbles, as shown in Fig. 4 .
Depending on the next packet's time of arrival, it may either have its head flit stored in the intermediate EB, or driven in the first router stage. In the former case, the next packet's selected output port will be stored in the selected output EB's master latch. In the latter case, the selected output port will be driven as an input to the selected output EB. However, if the next packet's head flit has remained in the first stage for more than one cycle because the intermediate EB is full, the selected output EB is nonempty because there is no intervening packet, and the next packet's selected output port will be stored in the selected output EB. This is illustrated in Fig. 3(right) . The synchronization module propagates the selected output port of the next packet from the selected output EB's master latch, slave latch, or the input to the master latch, knowing if the intermediate and selected output EBs are nonready (full) or nonvalid (empty).
Flits at the head of each input's intermediate EB traverse the switch if they have a grant from their selected output and that output's EB is ready (nonfull). In that case, a ready signal is asserted to the intermediate EB to release the flit. In addition, the valid output of the intermediate EB is demultiplexed to the proper output EB. Grants are made on packet boundaries and then gated by the selected output EB's ready output. When a tail flit is traversing the switch, that input's synchronization logic asserts an update signal to all outputs. An output which receives an update signal from the input it is granting has its grant registers clocked at the next clock edge, thus updating the grants driven to the other router components. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Arbiters also have their grant register clocking enabled if they are currently granting no input, to assure that grants for newly arrived packets will be propagated. An extra storage slot in the output EBs is not required because the decision to have the flit traverse the switch is made in the same cycle as the flit would arrive at the output EB.
Single-Cycle Router
The single-stage router is shown in Fig. 5 [8] . It prioritizes latency instead of throughput and avoids pipelining overhead by merging the two stages of the two-stage router. Incoming flits request their outputs from the arbiters, calculated in their previous hop by the look-ahead routing logic and stored in the destination register, and in parallel compute the output at their next hop. Only output arbiters with ready (nonfull) output EBs can assert grants. Flits traverse the switch and are stored in the output EB in the same cycle that they are granted.
DEADLOCK AVOIDANCE AND TRAFFIC CLASSES
This Section discusses traffic separation in EB networks and motivates the hybrid EB-VC design proposed in this paper and described in Section 3.3.
The Interleaving Deadlock
With the removal of VCs, tail flits may get blocked behind head flits of other packets due to the FIFO nature of EB channels. The same is true for wormhole networks because their input buffers are single-lane FIFOs. Therefore, packet interleaving is infeasible in both networks [11] . This is illustrated in the example of Fig. 6 . A head flit of a new packet requires a free register to store its desired output (dependency A). However, a register cannot be released until a tail flit arrives (dependency C). On the other hand, no tail flit may bypass the blocked head flit to arrive at the input (dependency B). Disabling packet interleaving does not degrade network performance assuming that sources transmit flits of the same packet contiguously. To the contrary, since packets are considered delivered once their tails arrive, this may decrease average packet latency. However, disabling packet interleaving may raise fairness issues in the presence of long packets. Interleaving of packets in different VCs is allowed for the hybrid EB-VC router described in Section 3.3, similarly to VC routers.
Duplicating Physical Channels
Duplicate physical channels define traffic classes in the same way as duplicate virtual channels. All relevant literature on VCs is applicable to prevent cycling dependencies within or across traffic classes. Network destinations have to be able to eject traffic from all classes required to prevent protocol deadlocks [11] , [12] .
Duplicate channels can be efficiently provided by instantiating separate physical subnetworks. Each subnetwork carries traffic from a single traffic class. In the general case, the subnetworks are independent; network endpoints connect to all of them. Hierarchical approaches are possible to reduce the radix of the endpoints. To facilitate packets switching traffic classes, channels can connect parts of some subnetworks to other subnetworks. Such a design should be fully customized for a specific topology and routing algorithm to allow only the required transitions between traffic classes. Such an example is described in Section 4.2.
With duplicate subnetworks, each subnetwork should have a reduced data path width such that the design with the duplicate subnetworks has the same energy or area cost as a single network. This ensures a fair comparison. Reducing the data path width results in a more cost efficient network because of the crossbar's quadratic cost relationship with the number of incoming and outgoing wires. For instance, doubling the number of subnetworks and halfing the data path width will result in a net reduction in area because both the input side and the output side of the crossbar now have half the length, therefore the crossbar occupies a quarter of the area. This assumes that crossbar area is dictated by wire pitch, which is most often the case for not overly narrow data paths. Therefore, using multiple subnetworks both provides traffic classes and increases cost efficiency.
Cost efficiency is increased by duplicating subnetworks up to a certain number of subnetworks. Above that number, the radix of the network endpoints becomes significant, or the data path becomes narrow enough such that control overhead makes the design inefficient. That number of subnetworks depends on the implementation technology, endpoint design, and network constraints and, therefore, needs to be evaluated in specific chip designs and implementation technologies. Furthermore, narrowing the data path increases serialization latency which can be an important consideration. However, narrowing the data path may reduce router cycle time if the switch is in the critical path. Finally, care must be taken to load the duplicate subnetworks equally to avoid idling network resources while others are oversubscribed. Load balancing requires properly assigning traffic classes to subnetworks, or adjusting the data path width of each subnetwork individually. However, balancing load becomes a harder problem as the number of traffic classes increases.
Other approaches are possible but are less cost efficient [6] . Duplicating channels but multiplexing and demultiplexing them into single switch ports provides a minimal benefit for a disproportional channel cost increase. Also, duplicating channels and switch ports increases the crossbar cost quadratically, outweighing the performance benefits. Recent work has also proposed duplicating just the switches in the routers, but not channels [13] . 
Hybrid EB-VC Networks
To provide an arbitrary number of traffic classes, in this paper we propose adding input buffers slotted per traffic class to EB networks. We base this hybrid EB-VC design, shown in Fig. 7 , on the two-stage EB router, because the buffer introduces logic complexity which necessitates pipelining.
The buffer drains flits that are blocked in the input EB for a predefined number of cycles, BL CYCL. BL CYCL is a design-time parameter that affects how often the buffer is used. Each input has a counter per traffic class. A flit blocked in the input EB will cause the counter of that traffic class to be incremented by one. A flit leaving the input EB to be stored into the intermediate EB causes the same counter to be decremented by one. Counters are also decremented if the flit at the head (slave latch) of the input EB is from a different class. If a counter is equal or greater than BL CYCL, flits of that class leave the input EB and are stored into the buffer. When the counter is incremented and becomes equal to BL CYCL, it is further incremented by a predefined value. This creates a bias toward draining. Otherwise, interleaved flits from other classes will cause the counter of the class under contention to be decremented. Therefore, when the next flit of the class under contention arrives, it will be blocked for a few more cycles. In our implementation, counters are incremented by the number of traffic classes as soon as they are incremented and become equal to BL CYCL. This efficiently handles the case of having a flit from every other class interleaved before the next flit from the class under contention.
To prevent buffer overflow, a backpressure signal for each channel is routed upstream via dedicated wires. The backpressure signal instructs the traffic source upstream to pause sending flits of the class under congestion. That occurs as soon as the free buffer slots barely suffice to drain the channel from flits of the class under congestion in the worst case. The worst case is all flits in the upstream channel belonging to that class, with more to be transmitted until the congestion signal arrives. Therefore, the buffer always has enough free slots to drain incoming flits of the class under congestion, similar to a skid buffer. Once the number of free slots for a class increases above the threshold, a signal is sent upstream to resume transmission of that class.
Flits bid for the switch from the intermediate EB and the buffer. Therefore, a switch allocator is required because each input may request multiple outputs. The allocator ignores requests from classes to outputs that have received a backpressure signal for those classes. A VC allocator may be required if flits are permitted to transition to different classes, or if multiple VCs are provided per class.
Routers cannot predict at transmission time if flits will be stored into the buffer of the downstream router. Thus, using credit flow control and consuming a credit when transmitting a flit would be pessimistic because it would assume that all flits would use the buffer. Therefore, hybrid EB-VC routers do not use credits but only use the ready-valid handshake, which is required for EBs.
The presence of buffers makes the occupied area almost identical to VC routers for equally sized buffers. Moreover, the hybrid routers need an allocator and extra control channels for the backpressure signal. Furthermore, flits may momentarily block flits of other traffic classes in the EB channels. Therefore, while packet priorities can be provided by the hybrid EB-VC router, in the worst case there can be considerable interaction with lower priority packets.
The worst case blocking latency in the hybrid EB-VC network for a flit which just traversed the switch occurs if the flit at the head of the router's output EB (slave latch) and every flit ahead of it blocks for BL CYCL cycles. For a single hop, the worst case blocking latency solely because of flits of other classes is ððEBs þ 2Þ Â 2 À 1Þ Â ðBL CY CLÞ where "EBs" is the number of EBs in the channel. This takes into account the downstream router's input EB and the output EB the flit is currently in. This theoretical worst case is extremely rare, thus not affecting performance in practice.
The hybrid EB-VC router consumes almost the same dynamic energy as the two-stage EB router in the common case. EBs remain the primary means of storing flits. Buffers are only used to alleviate head-of-line blocking and resolve situations which would otherwise result in a deadlock. These situations form when packets of different traffic classes contend in the EB channels and form either cyclic dependencies in the network or at the endpoints due to the communication protocol [12] , [14] . The buffer is used to resolve those dependencies by draining flits. The choice of BL CYCL represents a tradeoff. With a low value the buffer is used similarly to VC networks. With a high BL CYCL value the buffer is used rarely, resembling EB networks.
A proper choice of BL CYCL makes the hybrid EB-VC router more energy efficient than VC routers because buffers are not used in the common case, and more energy efficient that EB routers because it reduces head-of-line blocking. However, the buffers still extend the timing path of the first pipeline stage and impose an area overhead compared to EB routers. Also, in certain buffer implementations or high-performance technology libraries, leakage power in the buffers may become a concern.
The hybrid EB-VC router provides an arbitrary number of traffic classes. If only a few traffic classes are needed, duplicating subnetworks is more efficient as explained in Section 3.2; duplicating subnetworks also avoids buffer area and timing overhead as well as does not allow interaction between flits from different classes in EB channels. However, the hybrid EB-VC design can be combined with duplicate subnetworks. Choosing among the hybrid design, duplicate subnetworks, or a combination thereof requires an evaluation of the different performance and cost metrics specific to each network design and implementation technology. 
CONGESTION SENSING
This Section describes congestion sensing mechanisms for EB networks. It then outlines an application of adaptive routing.
Congestion Sensing Mechanism
Congestion sensing in EB networks must measure channel occupancy to estimate congestion because credits are not available. To further alleviate contention, the mechanism must take into account packets that have been routed to an output but are still bidding for the switch. Otherwise, all inputs wanting to send to an unblocked output will be considered a low congestion scenario. Moreover, the mechanism must adapt quickly to current network status.
We find the output occupancy metric to be optimal because it satisfies the above properties [6] . This metric counts the flits currently in a segment of each output channel, called the observation region. When the head flit of a packet is routed, the occupancy counter for the chosen output is incremented by the packet length in flits. Output counters are decremented by one for each flit leaving the observation region.
The logic for tracking the number of flits in the observation region is shown in Fig. 8 . Flits leaving the observation region are detected using an AND gate whose inputs are the ready and valid signals between the last EB of the region and the next EB. The AND gate's output propagation delay affects the reaction time to congestion. Like the ready and valid wires, that wire can also be engineered more aggressively for delay. For this study, the observation region is the same length as the shortest network channel. The AND gate's output wire propagation delay is half of that channel's delay in cycles, rounded up.
Adaptive Routing
Any adaptive routing algorithm is applicable to EB networks by using the congestion sensing mechanism described in Section 4.1. Depending on the number of the required traffic classes, network designs should use duplicate subnetworks, the hybrid EB-VC router, or a combination. As an example of customizing to the routing algorithm in EB networks, we apply universal globally adaptive load-balancing (UGAL) [15] to a flattened butterfly (FBFly) [16] topology. To define the minimal and nonminimal traffic classes required for UGAL, we use two subnetworks interconnected as shown in Fig. 9 .
Packets are injected into the nonminimal subnetwork. Then, a random intermediate destination I is chosen. A packet is routed to I (nonminimally to the final destination D) if the load of the output port on the route to I, multiplied by the nonminimal hop count to D, is larger than the load of the output port on the route to D multiplied by the hop count of the minimal route to D. That decision is never revisited. When routing to D or I, packets take up to one hop in each dimension and follow dimension order. In our implementation, output load is measured by the output occupancy metric described in Section 4. Because routers are unaware of distant congestion, we extend UGAL by applying progressive adaptive routing (PAR) [17] . For every hop toward I, another intermediate destination is randomly chosen that would result in an output in the same axis as the output toward I, to preserve dimension order. UGAL is applied to choose the best option between I and the new intermediate destination; that option then becomes I. Packets take up to one hop in each dimension to ensure forward progress. Also, when taking an X 0 channel to traverse to the minimal network, another X 0 channel is randomly chosen and UGAL is applied to choose among the two. PAR is not applied in the minimal subnetwork because the final destination is constant. Disabling PAR reduces maximum throughput by 14 percent with our chosen congestion metric [6] .
Routers in the nonminimal subnetwork have a smaller radix. Thus, they have shorter critical paths and more cycle time to make the complex adaptive routing decisions. On the other hand, adaptive routing decisions are made in the nonminimal subnetwork and cannot consider the load of the minimal subnetwork because it is distant. Adaptive routing in the minimal subnetwork would violate dimension order.
VC networks share channels between the different traffic classes, and thus average out channel utilization. For the EB network, PAR is a cause of load imbalance in the minimal subnetwork, because it makes the intermediate destination choice not truly random. Finally, traffic that needs to be ejected from the same router it was injected to needs to traverse to the minimal subnetwork, using a X 0 link. This makes that traffic contend with other traffic. This issue can be alleviated by increasing network cost to add more channels, such as ejection ports in the nonminimal subnetwork.
EVALUATION
This Section presents evaluation results.
Methodology
We use a modified version of Booksim [12] for EB networks. We use two topologies: a 2D mesh with DOR and a 2D FBFly [16] with UGAL routing [15] , as described in Section 4.2 for the EB network. For fairness, all comparisons assume the same number of subnetworks, each carrying a single traffic class. We assume the same amount of load for each traffic class.
The mesh is configured as a 4 Â 4 or an 8 Â 8 grid. Each router has a single node attached to it. The FBFly has four nodes attached to each router (concentration factor of four), and routers arranged in a 4 Â 4 grid. Injection and ejection channels have a single cycle of latency. The 4 Â 4 mesh channels have two cycles of latency, while the 8 Â 8 mesh channels have one cycle of latency. For the FBFly, short, medium, and long channels have two, four, and six cycles of latency, respectively. The channel connecting two adjacent routers of different subnetworks for the EB UGAL FBFly has one cycle of latency. Also, nonminimal routers are 7 Â 7 while minimal ones are 10 Â 10. PAR is applied to both the EB and VC FBFly. In all networks, each cycle of latency represents 2 mm of physical distance.
Sources generate fixed-size 512-bit packets and enqueue them into the injection buffer of the proper subnetwork. Each buffer can inject and eject up to a single flit per cycle. The set of traffic patterns [12] used for the evaluation is uniform random, random permutations, shuffle, bit complement, tornado, and neighbor traffic for the mesh. For the FBFly we also include transpose and an adversarial traffic pattern. The adversarial traffic pattern aims to load a small subset of network channels by making all sources connected to a router send to destinations connected to a single other router.
For the Pareto-optimal curves shown, the data path width is swept from 29 to 171 bits such that packets consist of 3-18 flits. Flits consist of 1 phit. Also for the Pareto-optimal curves, the maximum throughput is the average of the maximum throughput of each traffic pattern; the consumed power is the average of the power consumptions at the maximum throughput of each traffic pattern. Percentage summaries are calculated by calculating the average distance between sampling points of different networks, dividing by the normalized aspect, and averaging among all sampling points.
VC networks use a two-stage router design [7] . The first stage consists of input buffering, look-ahead routing [10] , VC, and speculative switch allocation [7] . The second stage is a switch traversal. VC and switch allocators are separable input-first with round-robin arbiters, executing a single iteration per cycle. EB networks also use round-robin arbiters. We do not assume input buffer bypassing [18] . Our energy evaluation focuses at the saturation points at which this has minimal effect. When comparing the VC and the hybrid EB-VC networks, all data points assume one VC per traffic class and an equal number of VCs between the two networks. Eight buffer slots are statically assigned to each VC for both networks. For each data path width used when comparing EB to VC or hybrid EB-VC networks, we sweep the number of VCs and buffer slots statically assigned to each to maximize throughput per unit power. We only consider buffer depths that cover the credit round trip latency to avoid penalizing latency. For a 64-bit data path, four VCs is the optimal choice for the UGAL FBFly, of 10 slots each for fullswing and eight slots for low-swing channels. For the mesh, the optimal choice is 4 VCs of nine slots each for full-swing and eight for low-swing channels.
Area and power results are based on cost models or placement and routing. Comparisons among EB routers but not with the VC and hybrid EB-VC routers use placement and routing. Comparisons with the VC or hybrid EB-VC networks use the cost models described in [5] . Comparisons between the VC and the two-stage EB routers use device and interconnect parameters from a 65 nm general-purpose CMOS technology in the typical case. However, comparisons among the EB routers as well as the hybrid EB-VC router use device and interconnect parameters from a commercial 45 nm low-power technology library, under worst case conditions for both energy and timing. However, to clearly illustrate the reduced complexity of EB routers compared to VC routers, we also include placement and routing results. All placement and routing comparisons are performed using the same 45 nm library.
The area and power models route wires above other logic and report only the area of the repeaters and FFs. Therefore, EB channels have the same area and power as pipelined channels with FFs because they have the same number of latches in the data path. Router area is estimated using detailed floor plans, and input buffers are implemented as custom SRAMs. Critical devices in the channels and router data paths, such as repeaters used to drive large wire capacitances, are sized to ensure circuits will operate at the clock frequency. The power model includes the major devices in the channels and routers, and includes leakage currents. The FFs in the channels are clock-gated locally. We also present results for low-swing channels. Aggressive low-swing channel designs can achieve up to a 10Â traversal power per bit reductions compared to full-swing [19] . As a conservative estimate, our low-swing channel model has 30 percent of the full-swing repeated wire traversal power, and double the channel area.
To perform the placement and routing comparisons, we synthesize a single router instance using Synopsys Design Compiler and place and route the synthesized netlist using Cadence Silicon Encounter. Placement and routing captures cost not regarded by the cost models, such as the cost for arbitration or allocation, credits, the synchronization logic presented in Section 2.1 as well as the ready-valid handshake logic. Clock frequencies are determined by static timing analysis using post place and route parasitics. Routers are optimized for minimum cycle time in the place and route flow. Energy per transferred bit results are calculated by simulating the placed and routed netlists under an equal cycle time and flit injection rates. The initial floor plan utilization is set to 70 percent. Primary input and output driving strengths, loads, and timing constrains are specified to realistically assume network channels at router ports. Router ports are placed in the floor plan according to the interrouter connections of the assumed network. The switch is implemented using multiplexers.
To illustrate the effects of removing the buffers, simulations comparing VC routers against EB or hybrid EB-VC routers assume a clock frequency of 2 GHz. Comparisons among EB routers use each router's minimum cycle time. However, to illustrate the influence of cycle time, we also present throughput curves assuming an equal clock frequency for the EB routers. These curves use a cycle time of 4.45 ns. However, the routers are still optimized for minimum cycle time in the place and route flow. Throughput and latency are measured in absolute time for curves using different cycle times.
EB and VC Network Comparison
First, we compare the VC router with the two-stage EB router. Fig. 10 shows Pareto-optimal curves for the 4 Â 4 2D mesh and the UGAL FBFly, with routers operating at an equal clock frequency. Therefore, these curves ignore benefits from the reduced cycle time of EB routers, discussed later. These curves illustrate Pareto-optimal design points which show the maximum throughput achieved by the two networks given a certain area or power budget, as well as the area or power required to achieve a certain maximum throughput. Table 1 summarizes the percentage gains. Rows indicate which aspect was equalized between the EB and VC networks. Columns show the percentage gains for the mesh and the FBFly. Positive percentages indicate gains for the EB network. For fairness, both networks have one subnetwork for requests and one for replies. This increases the efficiency of both networks as explained in Section 3.2. Section 5.3 offers more insight for buffer costs which result in the performance per unit cost increase of EB networks. Fig. 11a shows latency as injection rate increases for a 64-bit data path. Zero-load latency is equal because the two routers have the same number of pipeline stages and EB channels have the same latency as channels with an equal number of FFs. In the UGAL FBFly, zero-load latency is 3 percent higher for the EB network due to using the channels to transition from the nonminimal to the minimal network. Due to the lack of input buffers and VCs which results in increased head-of-line blocking, the EB network is not able to reach the VC network's maximum channel utilization rate. Therefore, the EB network saturates at a 34 percent lower injection rate than the VC network.
EB networks consume less power than VC networks for equal injection rates, as shown by Fig. 11b . At the EB network's saturation rate, the VC network consumes 14 percent more power. VC networks which bypass input buffers when they are empty and under no contention [18] would still not consume less power than EB networks, because flits would traverse as many pipeline FFs as EBs in the two-stage EB router. The single-stage EB router would consume less power because it lacks pipelining overhead. Furthermore, buffer bypassing would add logic and cost overhead to the VC router under high load, where bypassing buffers is rare.
As explained in Section 5.3, EB networks trade cost savings for wider data paths to increase throughput. Therefore, EB networks that have equal throughput or cost with a VC network will have a lower serialization latency. EB networks using the single-stage design would further reduce zero-load latency. Table 2 presents place and route results for 5 Â 5 mesh routers using DOR. The VC router has 2 VCs of eight buffer slots each. Due to technology constraints, buffers are implemented as FF arrays. The VC router uses look-ahead routing [10] . Results show a 76 percent decrease in an occupied area and an 45 percent decrease in cycle time. The reduced cycle time enables the network to be clocked at a higher frequency, thus achieving higher throughput in absolute time, or lower zero-load latency if the pipeline stages in the VC router are increased.
The VC router cycle time is constrained by the VC and switch allocators. Increasing the number of VCs increases the complexity of the first stage. This shows the gain in cycle time of reducing router complexity by removing VCs and allocation. This is only slightly affected by the buffer implementation since the critical path begins at buffer read. However, that timing overhead remains considerably larger compared to EB read. The amount of buffering in EB channels scales directly with channel length. Topologies with double the channel length have an increased throughput of 8-10 percent in the UGAL FBFly using the two-stage EB router. On the other hand, they have almost double the channel power for a total power increase of approximately 60 percent. This small change in throughput shows that the dominant factor affecting maximum throughput in EB networks is the contention in the bufferless routers. However, designers might still find it beneficial to add storage in EB channels depending on their topology, layout, and router radix. This can be done by adding EBs, adding latches to existing EBs, or using repeaters for additional storage [20] . Fig. 12 shows a cost breakdown for a FBFly using DOR and full-swing channels. DOR is chosen for fairness to have a single EB subnetwork and ensure that flits traverse the same paths in the EB and VC networks. Fig. 13 presents the same power breakdown for low-swing channels. Channel traversal refers to the power to traverse a segment with repeaters. For the EB network, input buffer read power is the traversal power for the intermediate EB shown in Fig. 2 . Channel and switch area and power remain the same. The difference between the buffer power and the intermediate EB power is the amount saved by removing the buffers. Buffer power in the VC network is 15.5 percent with fullswing channels and 21.5 percent with low-swing channels of the overall power. Low-swing channels double the channel area due to differential signaling, making buffer area a smaller percentage of the overall area. They also reduce channel traversal power, making the buffers a more significant ratio of the network power. This increases the EB network's power gains from removing the buffers.
Buffer Cost Impact
Removing router buffers provides power and area savings for EB networks. Those savings can be traded for a wider data path. This way, power or area can become equal to the VC network. Then, performance and other aspects can be compared. Therefore, the increase in performance per unit area or power of EB networks is dictated by the area or power of the overall network that is consumed by the buffers.
A comparison of EB and wormhole routers has shown that removing the buffers is the dominant factor for the EB network cost savings [9] . Since EB and wormhole routers have directly comparable complexity due to the lack of VCs, this isolates the contribution of buffer cost from the extra complexity of VC flow control. On the other hand, simplifying allocation primarily reduces cycle time.
The ratio of area and power consumed by the buffers depends on every part of the network. Therefore, optimizing various network components will make EB networks more attractive. Architectural choices also affect buffer power. For example, flits in multihop topologies traverse more routers by average than in topologies with express links.
Finally, buffer cost heavily depends on the implementation. The comparisons performed in our study would be more in favor of EB networks if we had assumed more expensive buffer implementations than our efficient custom SRAMs. However, we note that due to implementation or technology library constraints, some designers may be forced to use costly buffers. Finally, buffer cost can be reduced if the design is focused at some end of the operating spectrum. For example, empty buffer bypassing saves the majority of buffer dynamic power under low loads [18] , [21] .
EB Router Design Comparison
This Section compares the two EB router designs. Fig. 14 shows place and route results. These curves are not smooth because the software tools for the place and route flow use randomized algorithms with heuristics (such as simulated annealing) to perform optimizations on discrete values (such as cell sizing). The two-stage router has a cycle time The reduced area and energy of the single-stage router is due to the lack of pipeline overhead. Since the synchronization module of the two-stage router operates only on chosen output port bits, its contribution is small compared to the data path. The increased energy cost of the two-stage router is attributed to the addition of the synchronization logic, splitting the intermediate register cell into two latch cells to implement the intermediate EB, and to the increased clock frequency, which forces the cells to have greater driving strength. This also affects the switch. The single-stage router is much simpler, reducing its energy consumption.
The lack of pipelining is also the reason that the singlestage router has a larger cycle time than the two-stage router. However, the increase is still less than a factor of two. The difference in cycle time has a small effect on occupied area because it only affects cell sizing and placement. Instead, the dominant factor is component complexity.
The two-stage router is constrained by the first stage only for data path widths smaller than 47 bits. This means that further optimizations should focus on other aspects of the router for larger data path widths. As the data path width increases, the cycle times of all routers converge. This is because the switch dominates the cycle time at large widths and all routers use identical switches. Techniques such as switch slicing thus will allow the two-stage router to be clocked at smaller cycle times for large data path widths. However, routers with large critical paths on the first stage will have their cycle times unaffected. Fig. 15 shows a gate and cell count for the EB routers. The cell count of the intermediate EBs of the two-stage router includes the synchronization module logic. As shown, the various components of the two routers have a directly comparable number of gates and cells. However, the twostage router has 39 percent more gates and 44 percent more cells due to the intermediate EB and synchronization module logic. Furthermore, the gate and cell count of the switch arbiters is low (61 percent fewer gates than the muxbased crossbar), illustrating the low arbitration complexity of EB routers.
As shown in Fig. 16a , the single-stage router offers the smallest zero-load latency per unit throughput, on average. This is because of the single pipeline stage. Its effect is directly dependent on the average number of hops of our network, therefore especially important in our multihop 2D 8 Â 8 mesh. However, the difference with the two-stage router significantly decreases when clocking each router at its maximum frequency, shown in Fig. 16b , compared to clocking them at an equal frequency. This is because the network with the two-stage router also has higher frequency channels, which have lower latency in absolute time. However, these results rely on the channel latency in clock cycles remaining equal when increasing the clock frequency (the number of retiming elements remains constant). While this is true for our clock frequencies and physical channel lengths, other network settings might find that increasing the clock frequency also increases the channel latency in clock cycles. In that case, the single-stage router will provide an additional reduction in latency compared to the twostage router. Networks with a small average hop count or channels with many pipeline stages will have their latency influenced more by channels than by routers.
Since the routers were placed and routed for maximum clock frequency, their occupied areas remain constant regardless of the clock frequency they operate at. At an equal clock frequency, the single-stage router provides the most throughput per unit area because it occupies the least area. Therefore, the single-stage router has an increased data path width compared to the two-stage router occupying the same area and provides a higher throughput.
However, if the routers operate at their maximum frequencies, the two-stage router provides more throughput per unit area due to its reduced cycle time.
The two-stage router is the optimal choice for area and consumes the least energy. However, it is closely followed by the single-stage router which carries cycle time, latency, and area benefits. Designs with zero-load latency in mind should take into account the average number of hops and the effect on channel latency in clock cycles when applying the two-stage router's maximum clock frequency. Network designs which would clock all routers under the same frequency have the single-stage router as their optimal choice for area and latency. Examples of such designs can be systems-on-chip, which may not require a higher clock frequency or may keep the network clock synchronized to a slower system-wide clock to avoid multiple clock domains. Table 3 summarizes which router is the optimal choice depending on design priorities.
Using the optimal EB router and the shortest cycle time for each comparison, EB networks provide an up to 45 percent shorter cycle time, 16 percent increase in throughput per unit power, or 22 percent increase in throughput per unit area compared to VC networks. Fig. 17 shows Pareto-optimal curves for a network with the hybrid EB-VC router. The number of blocking cycles before a flit is drained (BL CYCL) is set to 25. There are eight traffic classes with eight buffer slots per class. Clock frequencies are equal. Only results for the single-stage EB router are included because it's the optimal choice for equal clock frequencies, as shown in Table 3 . The hybrid router provides 21 percent more throughput per unit power compared to the VC router, and 12 percent more compared to the single-stage EB router. On the other hand, the VC router provides 41 percent more throughput per unit area while the single-stage provides 49 percent more. Zeroload latency is equal for the hybrid and VC routers.
Hybrid EB-VC Networks
Smaller BL CYCL values reduce the throughput per unit power of the hybrid router. For instance, with BL CYCL set to four, the EB router provides 5 percent more throughput per unit power. On the other hand, increasing BL CYCL above 25 has no effect on throughput per unit power, but increases the worst case blocking latency. Different values of BL CYCL do not considerably affect maximum throughput, because blocking a flit from a different class even for a few cycles penalizes throughput significantly. However, they do affect how often the buffer of the hybrid router is used. For small values, the buffer is used even in the common case, while increasing BL CYCL above 25 makes no difference because buffers are still used only in situations which would otherwise result in a deadlock and to alleviate severe contention. Therefore, small BL CYCL values make the hybrid router's power consumption comparable to the VC router's, but without a proportional increase in throughput due to head-of-line blocking.
Increasing the number of buffer slots per traffic class to 16 makes the EB router marginally (2 percent) more throughput per unit power efficient than the hybrid router. While buffers can hold more flits, this rarely happens because by the time 15 other flits of the class being drained arrive, the oldest drained flit has traversed the switch. Also, increasing the buffer size increases the energy cost for accessing it. On the other hand, increasing the number of traffic classes to 16 reduces throughput per unit power of the hybrid router only marginally (2 percent) compared to the VC. This percentage increases to 8 percent for small values of BL CYCL. This is because increasing traffic classes increases the probability of blocking in the EB channels. This causes more flits to be drained, increasing power. However, area efficiency for the hybrid router is also marginally increased (2 percent) because more draining increases throughput without affecting area.
The hybrid EB-VC router increases throughput per unit power because it uses buffers only to alleviate head-of-line blocking and to resolve cases which would otherwise result in a deadlock. In the common case, buffers are not used and so the hybrid router is almost as energy efficient as the two-stage EB router. To retain the power efficiency of EB networks, EBs remain the primary means of buffering. To accomplish this, BL CYCL should not be small. We note that our experiments used a low-power library, which has negligible leakage power. Increasing leakage would reduce the power efficiency of the hybrid router compared to EB routers. However, this effect would be very small because in a similar network as our 8 Â 8 2D mesh, buffer leakage was only 1.5 percent of the overall network power, which was dominated by channel power [21] . However, the buffers occupy area and may extend the critical path.
RELATED WORK
Various control logic blocks have been proposed for EBs. A few implementations have been proposed for the control logic and the ready-valid handshake used by EB NoCs described in this paper [6] , [22] , [23] . Alternative and slightly more costly EB implementations add an auxiliary FF to every pipeline FF [24] , therefore doubling the amount of latches in the channels. The auxiliary FF is used to store incoming data when the pipeline is stalled. Furthermore, EB implementation variations for various kinds of pipelines have been studied, such as without a valid signal routed downstream [25] . These studies shown how EBs can be made scannable [25] and how to connect one EB to multiple EBs [23] . Finally, another EB design uses repeaters to store data [20] . This design requires very careful implementation and faces charge sharing and leakage current issues originating from storing data using repeater parasitic capacitance for an indefinite amount of time.
Past NoCs have used the EB design with the main and auxiliary FFs [26] as well as the EBs based on repeaters [27] . Both of these proposals make full use of router input buffers in all cases, and therefore retain the associated complexity and costs. However, the EB flow control described in this paper uses EBs instead of input buffers, and significantly simplifies router design by removing credits and VCs. If a large number of traffic classes are required, input buffers and VCs are reintroduced but the buffers are still not used in the common case.
Past research has proposed other bufferless flow control techniques. Compressionless routing relies on feedback from the network sent back to the network interfaces [28] . Circuit-switched networks [29] allocate resources along the path leading to the destination before transmitting the packet. A hybrid packet-connected circuit has also been proposed, requiring the routers to have buffer space only for request packets [30] . Connection-based routing allows intermediate nodes to tear down and modify end-to-end virtual circuits [31] . Finally, deflection [32] , [33] or dropping [34] , [35] networks handle contention by dropping or deflecting flits to a free output. We improve on them by providing buffering to the network without adding router buffers, to increase performance and avoid complications such as large latency variance [21] .
While UGAL was used in this study as an example, other adaptive routing algorithms are equally applicable. Furthermore, EB networks can use regional congestion awareness [36] , as well as propagating control information to create reservations or precompute arbiter decisions [7] , [37] . Applying these and other orthogonal optimizations to EB networks is beyond the scope of this study.
CONCLUSIONS
EB flow control uses the pipeline FFs in the channels for buffering flits. Therefore, channels act as distributed FIFOs and router buffers are no longer required. Switch and VC allocators are replaced by a switch arbiter for every output. This significantly simplifies router design. EB flow control uses separate physical subnetworks for traffic separation. However, this option becomes inefficient for a large number of traffic classes. To make EB networks efficient for a large number of classes, in this paper we propose a hybrid EB-VC router which has input buffers only used to drain flits in case of deadlock or heavy headof-line blocking. Thus, in the common case hybrid routers operate as EB routers, and as VC routers otherwise.
By using the optimal EB router and the shortest cycle time for each comparison, a 2D mesh EB network provides 16 percent more throughput per unit power, 22 percent more throughput per unit area, or has an up to 45 percent shorter cycle time compared to a similar VC network. Gains for EB networks are proportional to the area and power cost of the buffers in VC networks. Design simplicity from removing VCs, allocators, and credits primarily affects cycle time, but is not a major contributor to the area and power efficiency increase [9] . Hybrid EB-VC routers offer 21 percent more throughput per unit power than VC routers, and 12 percent more than single-stage EB routers, because input buffers are used only to resolve deadlocks and alleviate headof-line blocking. However, hybrid EB-VC routers carry the area and timing overheads of input buffers.
The choice of router among the three described in this paper should be based on design constraints. Table 2 identifies the optimal EB router without input buffers, depending on design priorities. To provide traffic classes, EB networks without input buffers and duplicate physical subnetworks should be considered first, because of their small area and complexity. The number of traffic classes above which this option becomes infeasible depends significantly on a variety of factors and therefore should be studied for specific chip designs and implementation technologies. If more classes than that number are desired, the hybrid EB-VC router should be used. Finally, note that the hybrid EB-VC router can be more energy efficient compared to EB routers without input buffers, because input buffers alleviate head-of-line blocking. Therefore, designs focusing on energy with few constraints on other cost factors should consider the hybrid router.
The simplicity of EB networks makes it easier to reach an optimal design. Therefore, EB flow control provides a simple and cost-efficient network to satisfy modern demands.
